Influence of Vitamin D deficiency and Breast Cancer on incidence of periodontal diseases in females
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Abstract: Periodontal disease is an infectious disease caused by bacterial infection and can be treated and prevented by the elimination of bacterial plaque in the adequately nourished individual. Vitamin D is crucial for systemic health; nevertheless, its deficiency is highly prevalent, present in 30–50% of the general population. Evidence has demonstrated that vitamin D deficiency may place subjects at risk for not only infectious and chronic inflammatory diseases like periodontitis but also breast cancer. Through its effect on bone and mineral metabolism, innate immunity, and several vitamin D receptor gene polymorphisms, vitamin D has been reported to be associated with the periodontal disease. Historically, periodontal disease was seen as an inflammatory disease with little link to nutrition, and many early epidemiological studies failed to show associations between nutritional status and periodontal disease. This paper systematically reviewed published literature on possible associations between different nutrient deficiencies, periodontal disease and breast cancer. Overall, the studies included were limited due to restricted selection and information bias.
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I. Introduction

Periodontal disease is a multifactorial disease initiated by a bacterial infection leading to a response by the host. Periodontal disease involves complex interactions of host defense, bacteria, and virus. Periodontal disease is initiated by a biofilm of bacteria on the teeth which triggers an immune-inflammatory response in the adjacent host tissues. [1] Numerous oral bacterial species have been associated with periodontal disease.[2] Hallmarks of this disease are bone loss and an inflammatory, immune reaction.

Vitamin D plays a role in both calcium and bone homeostasis as well as in the immune function. Vitamin D and calcium deficiencies lead to bone loss and increased inflammation, both well-known symptoms of periodontal disease. Susceptibility to periodontal disease varies among patients as displayed by their onset, extent, and severity of the disease.[3]

Carcinogenesis has been described as “a multistep process and these steps reflect genetic alterations that drive the progressive transformation of normal human cells into highly malignant derivatives”. [4] A history of low degree of chronic inflammation, such as that seen in periodontal disease, is involved in carcinogenesis, and that the incidence of breast cancer would be associated with periodontal disease and characteristic tooth loss. A few earlier studies have reported an association between periodontitis and cancer.[5]

The relationship between the coincidence of occurrence of tumors at particular latitudes and the vitamin D deficiency has for many years been the subject of numerous research studies. The discovery that most tissues have receptors for the vitamin D was a breakthrough in understanding the role of the vitamin D in the mechanism of tumor development. The research showed that the vitamin D, by increasing the tissue differentiation and promoting the apoptosis, reduces the formation of metastases and angiogenesis. [6] The presence of different alleles for the VDR gene is responsible for a different risk of tumor formation.

II. Etiology Of Periodontal Diseases

Periodontal diseases are a series of complex, distinct, pathologic entities caused by the interaction of bacterial plaque and the host. This interaction results in destruction of the supporting alveolar bone and connective tissue. Periodontal disease, as typified by periodontitis, has a varied and highly complex polymicrobial etiology. Sub gingival (below the gum-line) plaque within diseased periodontal sites is typically enriched in anaerobic and proteolytic species of bacteria.[7]

Periodontitis is a chronic inflammatory disease of the supporting structures of the teeth initiated by pathogenic bacteria, predominantly porphyromonas gingivalis, tannerella forsythensis and treponima denticola, associated with numerous others in plaque biofilm attached to root surfaces, leading to deepening periodontal pockets and alveolar bone destruction.[8]
Although bacterial plaque has been implicated as the primary etiologic agent in most forms of periodontal disease, there are local and systemic factors which may modify both microbial and host components. Local factors may favor plaque accumulation and maturation, while systemic factors may modulate and decrease the host's protective response.[9]

### III. Potential role of vitamin D on periodontal disease

#### 3.1. Deficiency of vitamin D on skeletal homeostasis and its effects on periodontium

Since 1865, it is known that low solar ultraviolet-B (UVB) doses have been associated with increased risk of tooth loss.[10] A role of vitamin D in reducing risk of dental caries was known in 1928 [11] and, by 1937, increased solar Ultra violet-B ray exposure was associated with reduced risk of dental caries [12]. Vitamin D and calcium are fundamental for bone mineralization and for the prevention of osteoporosis. Vitamin D plays an important role in calcium homeostasis, promoting calcium absorption in the intestine and stimulating osteoblasts to enable normal bone growth and preservation. Severe vitamin D deficiency causes mineralization defects (osteomalacia), but chronically low intake of vitamin D and calcium leads to negative calcium balance and bone loss, and it is reasonable to expect this effect to occur in alveolar bone as it does in other bones of the body. A number of epidemiological studies have reported a positive association between low bone mass or osteoporosis and alveolar bone loss and tooth loss.[13,14] This suggests that low bone mass is a risk factor for the development and progression of periodontal disease.[15]

In a recent study Jabbar S et al [16] found that periodontal disease is more common in women with osteoporosis and is associated with lower vitamin D and higher RANKL (Receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B ligand) and osteoprotegerin.

#### 3.2 Vitamin D, its anti-inflammatory and anti-microbial properties

In addition to its action on skeletal homeostasis, vitamin D and in particular its hormonally active form, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D has anti-inflammatory and anti-microbial effects, via modulation of inflammatory cytokine production by immune cells, and stimulated secretion of peptides with anti-bacterial action by cells of the monocyte-macrophage lineage.[17]

Vitamin D deficiency has also been linked to periodontal disease risks.[18,19] The likely mechanisms by which vitamin D reduces risks of dental caries and periodontal disease include induction of cathelicidin and defensins, which have antibacterial properties.[20] Cathelicidins and defensins are small peptides with amphipathic structures that allow them to disrupt the integrity of the pathogen cell membrane, resulting in its death. Vitamin D modulates T-cell responses and has anti-inflammatory properties, but boosts innate immune responses by induction of the human gene for cathelicidin.[21] Periodontitis manifested as higher attachment loss, was found to be associated with lower serum 1,25(OH)D concentrations, which may be explained by the anti-inflammatory effects of vitamin D.[22] In the treatment of periodontal disease, vitamin D may be of benefit not only for its direct effect on bone metabolism but also due to its anti-inflammatory and cAMP (Cyclic adenosine monophosphate)-stimulating properties.[23]

These multiple actions of vitamin D are potentially appealing for the management of patients with periodontal disease, whose pathogenesis is based on chronic bacterial-driven inflammation. The inflammatory response leads to tissue destruction either by direct action of bacterial products, or by activation of host defense cells and secretion of inflammatory mediators. These locally produced factors eventually result in connective-tissue breakdown and bone loss via activation of osteoclast mediated bone resorption.[24,25]

Indeed, vitamin D deficiency may be linked to increased risk of infectious diseases. This suggests that vitamin D may be of benefit in the treatment of periodontitis, not only because of its direct effects on bone metabolism, but also because it may have antibiotic effects on periodontopathogens and inhibit inflammatory mediators that contribute to the periodontal destruction.

#### 3.3. Effects of vitamin D supplementation on periodontal health

Calcium and vitamin D supplementation has a modest positive effect on periodontal health, and consistent dental care improves clinical parameters of periodontal disease regardless of such supplements. The findings of recent studies raise the possibility that vitamin D, perhaps at higher doses, may positively impact on periodontal disease severity. Calcium and vitamin D supplementation may reduce the severity of periodontal disease if used at doses higher than 800-1,000 IU daily and supported the rationale for testing the potential beneficial role of vitamin D on periodontal disease in randomized clinical trials.[17,26]

The significant role of a proper diet is emphasized in the prevention of periodontal diseases. The dietary supplementation with calcium and vitamin D may improve periodontal health, increase bone mineral density in the mandible and inhibit alveolar bone resorption.[27] Therefore, administering vitamin D seems advisable in order to increase its level in patients with the periodontal diseases.
Although the number of studies on the effects of calcium or vitamin D intake on oral outcomes is limited, they suggest that higher intake levels are associated with reduced prevalence of clinical attachment loss and lower risk of tooth loss.[28]

It is reasonable to think that calcium and vitamin D affect oral bone in the same way that they affect other bones of the body, and various studies, including analyses of data from NHANES III, have found associations between periodontal health and intakes of calcium and vitamin D. Inadequate intake of vitamin D could increase levels of periodontal disease either through an effect on bone mineral density or a suppression of vitamin D’s immunomodulatory effects. [29,30]

3.4. Vitamin D receptor polymorphism and periodontitis

Several VDR(vitamin D receptor) restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLPs) associate with several diseases namely secondary hyperparathyroidism in the renal failure, osteoporosis, cancer, nephrolithiasis, diabetes, and periodontal disease. [31]

The BsmI RFLP in combination with other RFLPs are associated with early onset periodontitis and chronic periodontitis in Korean population. The Apal, BsmI and FokIRFLPs( restriction fragment length polymorphism) have been reported to confer elevated risk of severe chronic periodontitis in Japanese men. These RFLPs are associated with bone and mineral disease and the TaqI and FokI RFLPs are associated with increased cancer risk, such as prostate and breast malignancy. [32] These findings indicate that 1, 25(OH) 2D3 plays a role in prevention of periodontal disease and that hypomorphic VDR alleles and reduced levels of 1,25(OH)2D3 - 1,25-dihydroxy vitamin D3 may be associated with the periodontal disease.[33]

IV. Relationship between periodontal disease and breast cancer

An additional benefit of vitamin D is reduced inflammation, primarily through modifying the production of cytokines from pro- to anti-inflammatory factors. [34] and inflammation is a risk factor for breast cancer. [35]

4.1. Connection between chronic inflammation and cancer incidence
The connection between inflammation and cancer has been suggested as consisting of 2 mechanisms: extrinsic and intrinsic mechanisms. In the extrinsic mechanism, a chronic inflammatory state increases the risk of cancer while in the intrinsic mechanism, acquired genetic alterations trigger tumor development. Chronic infection may stimulate the formation of epithelial-derived tumors through an indirect mechanism involving activation of surrounding inflammatory cells. It may also expose epithelial cells to mutagens. Microorganisms associated with the inflammatory process as well as their products can activate host cells such as inflammatory cells, fibroblasts, and epithelial cells to generate a variety of substances which can induce DNA damage in epithelial cells. Chronic inflammatory processes are frequently associated with the release of large amounts of cytokines, chemokines, growth factors, and other signals that provide an environment for cell survival, proliferation, migration, angiogenesis, and inhibition of apoptosis. This environment may help epithelial cells to accumulate mutations and drive these mutant epithelial cells to proliferate, migrate, and give them a growth advantage. [36]

4.2. Periodontitis and incidence of breast cancer

An epidemiological study shows that, fairly young individuals with periodontal disease and missing molars are at increased risk of premature death caused by life threatening diseases such as malignant neoplasm, cardiovascular diseases, and diseases of the digestive system. [37] Later the same authors found a statistically significant correlation between periodontal disease, related tooth loss and incidence of breast cancer. Periodontal disease with any missing molar teeth was associated with nearly a 12-fold increased risk of breast cancer than no missing molars. It was suggested that the bacterial infection associated with periodontal disease was the risk factor for breast cancer through effects of infection and inflammation.[38]

Due to poor oral hygiene and gram- negative anaerobic bacterial infection, chronic periodontitis is closely associated with human cytomegalovirus and Epstein-Barr virus co- infection. It is supposed that these viruses act together to control immune response to bacterial challenges; these viruses and bacteria act together to lead to low degree chronic inflammation and carcinogenesis. Periodontal disease is associated with an increased production of reactive oxygen species which, if not buffered sufficiently, cause damage to the host cells and tissues. The byproducts of the oral inflammation enter the bloodstream, which may enhance cellular proliferation and mutagenesis, allowing for the development and spread of cancer. [39]
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V. Conclusion

The interaction between oral and systemic health are bidirectional and complex, involving many pathways. Although classically thought of as a "bone hormone," vitamin D plays a role in other parts of the body. It is a predictor for bone health but is also a potential independent predictor of risk for cancer and other chronic diseases like periodontitis. Oral infections, in particular periodontal disease, triggers inflammatory reactions and detrimentally affect systemic health where inflammations are known to play a role in the pathogenesis, namely cancer.

To further determine a possible cause-and-effect relationship there needs to be a randomized control trial exploring supplementation of vitamin D with periodontal disease measures. Until then, the relationship between vitamin D and periodontitis remains unknown. Research on influence of a chronic disease like periodontitis on breast cancer is very much needed, especially with the growing knowledge that oral and systemic health is linked. Current research to define these risks is scant. As we gain a greater understanding of the link between oral and systemic health, the need for closer collaboration between dental and medical professionals is important for the care of patients with breast cancer.
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